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...AND DANCES WITH THE DAFFODILS*
As I write this it feels that summer is on its way and what
a difference a few weeks make from the doom and
gloom of winter to a mini heatwave as we close out the
term.
I do not think that anybody can escape the horrendous
images coming out of Ukraine at the moment. We have
students here who have relatives in both Ukraine and
Russia and our thoughts are very much with them as this
catastrophe continues.
The building work continues unabated. When we return
from the Easter break the steel frame for the sixth form
block should be nearing completion and you should be
able, for the first time, to see the size of this facility.
Foundations for the new canteen have also started and
we are also going through a tender process to appoint a
new catering contractor to start in this new facility.

events define our students’ character and commitment
to the school.
We have seen a number of trips and visits
with
Ourthis
newterm
car park
Hampton Court Palace, Royal Albert Hall
and
Geography
under construction
field trips taking place. We also have had a field gun exercise for the CCF and visiting authors both in school.
At this time of year we thank our existing Head Student
Team and we welcome our new team. This year's team,
ably run by Sach Thandi (Head Student), has laid some
strong foundations for the
future. The team have developed student mentors for
covid catch-up, influenced major policy on uniform and ensured that a prayer room is
accessible to students. I am
delighted to welcome our new
Head
Student,
Olamide
Sodeke, (pictured right) and
deputies Kofi Amo-Agyei, Sophie Croft, Stephen Ikumobasin, James Robinson and Hritvik Sachdeva (see page 7).
I would like to wish Peter Read (Headteacher GGS 19852000) a long and happy retirement from his work in the
education field. Since 2000 Peter has been an Education
Consultant and has been well known in Kent for articles
published on his Kent Advice website. Peter has never
been one to shy away from difficult conversations especially when issues affect young people and hard working
teachers. Peter has highlighted many a scandal and has
influenced national policy in the education sector.

As we expand, it is not just an increase in facilities but
also recruiting quality staff that dominates my time. We
have a number of adverts posted for teachers and it
does appear that the recruitment crisis has eased a little
and teachers are applying for new roles once again. I am
hopeful that next term I will be able to share with you MDM
details of new recruits.
It has been fantastic to see the arts reinvigorated and
this term we have enjoyed a fabulous performance of
Bugsy Malone, an art exhibition and the Music Department’s 'Big Gig'. Whilst exams are important to us, these
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STAFF NEWS
RETIREMENT
After nearly 16 years of service, we say goodbye to Diane Winnett at the end of Term 4.
After many years working in the private sector,
Diane started at GGS in 2006 as a newly qualified teacher and a few years later she took
over the role of Subject Leader of Business
Studies and Economics.
Whilst we will be sorry to see her leave, she
takes with her the best wishes of the staff and students as we
wish her well for the future.

We also say goodbye to one of our Receptionists, Miss
Webb—who joined us for a year’s apprenticeship nearly four
years ago! Mr Brandon, our temporary caretaker, has also
moved on to begin a career in Quantity Surveying. We wish
both of them good luck for the future.

MESSAGE FROM THE FINANCE OFFICE

SECOND HAND UNIFORM

We would like to remind all parents that the school’s preferred method of payment for all trips/activities/sundries is
online via www.ParentPay.com. If you require your login details, please contact the Finance Office:
osbornej@gravesendgrammar.com or
mchalen@gravesendgrammar.com

Due to a severe lack of storage space, we cannot, unfortunately, take donations of surplus or outgrown uniform in
school at the moment. We are, however, happy to accept
school ties from any House.

We welcomed our new Exams Officer, Ms Haroulla Metaxas,
during the term.

CORONAVIRUS
Living with Covid
On 24th February, with the publication of the Living with
COVID plan, the government ended legal restrictions in England and is instead asking the public to practice specific safe
and responsible behaviours as the primary means of stopping
the spread of the virus.
The government removed the legal requirement to selfisolate following a positive coronavirus (COVID-19) test and
also ended routine contact tracing. Close contacts who are
fully vaccinated no longer have to test daily for 7 days, while
unvaccinated close contacts will not be required to selfisolate.
However, staying at home and avoiding contact with others is
still the most effective way to avoid passing on COVID-19 if

you are infected. The government has set out full, updated advice on what to do if you test positive for COVID-19.
With the virus still circulating in our communities, continuing
to follow good public health behaviour is still vitally important. UKHSA’s Safe Behaviours Blog and updated government guidance provide essential advice on how to reduce
your risk of catching and spreading the virus.
The government removed the remaining COVID-19 international travel restrictions for all passengers on Friday 18
March.
Free testing kits are not available after 1st April in England
and can be purchased from pharmacies and high street
stores.

HEAD STUDENT REPORT
With the run-up towards final exams drawing closer, many at
GGS have been directing most of their focus on studies. However, this term there have been a few opportunities to take
our minds off them.
The School’s ‘Bugsy Malone’ production was a massive success. Those who took part in it were proud to welcome parents to come and see the effort and dedication they have
been putting in for a number of weeks and months. Given that
it was the first production in nearly two years, it was encouraging to witness the level of engagement it received, while
being a good sign that things are getting back on track.
We also had some difficult and important decisions made on
the Year 8 Options Evening – GCSE choices are essential to
gain a closer look at subjects that you are passionate about. I
hope that the attending Head Student Team and prefects, all
of whom have been in that situation themselves, gave answers to any queries and an insight into their own experiences.
Gravesend Grammar School

The time for Year 12s to put themselves forward for the privilege of being part of the Head Student Team has come
around. I would like to give a huge amount of credit to each of
the 24 candidates who applied – you should all take pride in
your willingness to leave your comfort zone and give the process a shot. For those who are not appointed to the team, I
want to emphasise that there is no shame in this sort of rejection, as you have gained a valuable experience which you can
learn from. We are looking forward to interviewing the remaining candidates – I’m sure many will impress.
I hope everyone has a great Easter break!
Sach Thandi
Head Student
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CAREERS NEWS
National
Careers
Week was 7th – 12th
March and career
learning
activities
have been taking
place through the
whole of Term 3 to
support this. During
the week itself I visited each Year 8 Science class to deliver a
Lesson looking at Careers in Science. The session explored
some of the variety of career options within the FMCG sector
and challenged the students to test out their teamwork and
problem-solving skills on a Process Flow Diagram puzzle. They
also identified skills from science that are useful in both scientific and non-science jobs for the future. Students were surprised at the number and variety of jobs involved in bringing
an everyday product to market and that there were so many
scientific roles to consider.
On 4th March, the Year 13 PSHE day comprised three workshops including:
• LinkedIn - An introduction to the Professional network platform and guidance on how to set up and enhance
your profile. This workshop was delivered by Lis McGuire of Giraffe CVs;
• Interview Skills – Connal Kelleher of
Bell Group shared advice and guidance on how to prepare
for and perform well in a job interview from an employer’s
perspective;
• Student Finance – Focusing on budgeting, income sources
and potential outgoings with additional information on stu-

dent bank accounts and helpful resources.
Year 9 saw the return of
Lis McGuire of Giraffe
CVs to deliver CV workshops in their English
lessons with a focus of
how to use language to
give your CV impact. The
students had fun with a
practical exercise and
then came up with some
excellent example bullet points using power verbs to add impact and editing in cycles to hone the finished result. Several
students commented that “keeping it sharp and snappy” was
their memorable point. We also welcomed assembly speakers
from business and industry to speak to students in Years 9, 10
and 11. Mark Squires, CEO and founder of Watermelon Research, shared his career experiences through university and
work to starting his own business. Ross St Quentin, Head of
Sales & Client Services at Anglian Business Products shared
insight into the variety of roles available with Anglian Group,
the routes in and progression opportunities. Lynne Billau,
Corporate Health and Safety Manager at Equans, spoke to
Year 9 and encouraged them to have a positive attitude and
recognise the importance of a good reputation. All through
Careers Week, Year 7 had a variety of activities and discussions within each of their subjects to explore how the subject
links to Careers of different kinds in different ways. Even at
this early stage of their time at GGS it is important to start
thinking of what further pathways are available to them.
Jenny Douse
Careers (dousej@gravesendgrammar.com )

GGS SOCIETIES
ENGINEERING SOCIETY
This term has seen Engineering Society move into the Enrichment timetable which has provided a more stable session of a
whole hour. During this term we have completed a number of
activities. First, we took some time to evaluate the progress
of the Society so far. We considered the range of activities
undertaken, the structure of the Society lead team and discussed what has worked well and which aspects could be improved. After completing this review, we planned for the remainder of the term to include visiting speakers and case
study presentations.
After a break for Head Student Hustings, we were pleased to
welcome two visiting speakers at the following
two sessions. Alex Hill of Whitecode Consulting
shared his experiences of working as a Building
Services Engineer; he gave great examples of
how sustainability within the construction industry is creating a myriad of opportunities for prospective engineers to help address the challenges of reaching
Net Zero. Alex also shared details of the degree apprenticeship opportunities that exist.
The following session we were visited by Wendy Heller from
Gravesend Grammar School

Construction Youth Trust. Wendy enabled the students to
expand their understanding of the variety of roles within the
construction industry and apprenticeship
routes available. She also provided activities
for the students to test out ways to present
themselves to prospective employers using
power words for added impact.
In our final session for the term we discussed
an opportunity to enter a competition to design a Natural
History Visitor’s Centre for Kent. The project will involve designing the building with sustainable materials and renewable
energy to be accessible to all and use biomimicry to improve
the wellbeing of the visitors to the centre. Our student team
will have to produce a report to explain their design decisions
with plans and a scale model. The students are all looking
forward to putting their engineering skills into practice to enhance their preparation for future career opportunities.
JD
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MEDICAL SOCIETY

If you are interested in finding
out more about
Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary or
other Allied Health Professions then contact Mrs MacMahon to join your year group Medical Society Google Classroom. macmahonp@gravesendgrammar.com
Year 12/13 Update
Our Year 12/13 Medical Society students have been busy
this term researching and
presenting at Medical Society
meetings.
Medicine relies on communication. Interviewers will test
your communication abilities. Giving a presentation
gives you an opportunity to improve your organisational, communication and team work skills
Presentations allow you to develop your own interests and
give you an insight into a particular topic.
Noah Thomas, our student Chair, started the programme of
talks this term, giving the Society an overview of his medical
journey so far. What he has done, why he did it and importantly what he would perhaps do differently.
We have had talks on topics such as:
- ‘Types of courses at Medical School’, looking at the different
way medical schools teach.
- The importance of ‘Medical Ethics’, the moral principles by
which doctors must conduct themselves.
- We have also looked at the GCSE and A levels grades asked
for by various medical schools.

plication process.
I was able to secure a virtual interview for the University of
Surrey which was an MMI interview and tested different qualities required by a vet and was successful in gaining an offer
for veterinary medicine in September.
The Medical Society has guided me through the application
process and ensured that I have felt fully prepared, particularly for the interview stage, having been given the opportunity
to attend mock interviews with those from the profession.
Year 11 update
Year 11 Medical Society meet on Week 2 - Thursday, 1.10 –
2.00pm in Room 308.
The first meeting this term gave students an opportunity to
introduce themselves and to say what area of health care interested them. Students were asked to think about qualities
needed for their career idea and also why they were interested in it.
Our next meeting,
we looked at the
importance of gaining work experience. Work experience is time spent
in a workplace learning about a job role, a company or a career sector. There are different types of work experience, for
example, physical and virtual.
What can work experience offer
you?

What can work experience teach
you about yourself?

Gain a realistic understanding of the
realities of a career in Medicine

Gain a realistic understanding of
the realities of a career in Medicine
Gain an understanding of how
the multidisciplinary team operates
Understand your own abilities
and limitations within a
healthcare setting

Gain an understanding of how the
multidisciplinary team operates
Understand your own abilities and
limitations within a healthcare setting
Create a network of contacts who you
can ask for further work experience
or help from in future

Work experience proves to Medical Schools that you have
taken the time to learn about the realities of a career in MediHollie Edwards Year 13 – Veterinary Medicine
cine and that after doing this, are still
Applying for vetcommitted to pursuing one. It also
erinary medicine
helps you to develop as a person and
has been a very
demonstrate the key qualities of a
challenging and
good doctor.
rewarding proTo learn best from work experience
cess. It takes
much dedication to enter this field and requires lots of hard you should learn how to reflect. One of
the best ways to reflect is known as the
work at A level, work experience and research.
Gibbs’ reflective cycle. Reflection doesn’t have to be an essay,
I have been fortunate enough to volunteer at an animal sanctuary and spend my time cleaning the pens, preparing feed it could be a small write up after an experience.
and even treating minor injuries. I have also spent a week at
the Bell Equine Veterinary Centre, which is a referral unit for Harvir Sahota 11C
horses. Here I was able to watch many procedures including Recently in the Medical Society, we were asked what exactly
tumour removals, a castration and a variety of ultrasound we wanted to do in the healthcare sector and it was at that
examinations. This work experience is key to expanding point that I realised the range of options available other than
training as a doctor or a dentist. I gained a deeper understandknowledge of the profession and is vital for the extensive apGravesend Grammar School
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MEDICAL SOCIETY continued….
ing of what it takes to do any sort of healthcare job and the
skills necessary such as good communication with a range of
people as well as being professional and having good teamwork skills. Last week we learned the importance of starting to
find work experience early. Instead of doing work experience
every day for a few weeks, it's better to undertake a work experience that lasts for several months. Many people think that
the only place you can get work experience is at dental practices or hospitals when in fact you can do almost any sort of work
experience to make yourself stand out.

Last week we learned about Gibb’s reflective cycle which is
commonly used by many healthcare professionals in order to
gain self-improvement and I particularly liked this technique as
it allows you to correct your mistakes and become even better
at your specific role. Many events have been available to us
including a Med-Soc event in Cobham Hall. I am looking forward to the future of Medical society and the new events that I
will be able to take part in.

LAW SOCIETY
LNAT Sample questions
The LNAT is an aptitude test
used by some universities to
identify how suitable students are for studying law.
LNAT universities use the
test to see if you have the
aptitude for the skills to study Law. Applicants to LNAT universities tend to be very closely matched on paper, with the majority receiving all A – A* grades so the test helps the admissions tutors differentiate between applicants. The test requires no legal knowledge but tests your ability to think and
analyse information. There are multiple choice and essay
questions. Below are some example questions based on the
text.
Faith and the Theologian
Theology, I have argued, cannot be content with a ghetto existence. It is not an esoteric subject intelligible only to a select
group of believers. But even if it aims to be intelligible to all,
should it equally welcome all men as its practitioners? Most
theologians are practising members of the religion whose theology they study. But is this a necessary connection? Is faith a
prerequisite for the proper prosecution of the theologian's
task? And whatever the answer to that question, we still need
to ask about the relation between the believing theologian's
faith and his theological work.
Theology is parasitic upon religion. If there were no religious
faith, there would be no theology. It would therefore be absurd
to suggest that there is not or should not be a close connection
between faith and theology. Moreover it is grossly misleading
to suggest that an attitude of no faith represents a desirable
position of neutrality. Absence of faith arises either from lack
of interest in or attention to the subject (and it is difficult to
regard that as an essential precondition for being a good
scholar of the subject) or else it represents one particular
standpoint comparable with the standpoint of faith.
The problem here is one which arises in relation to any study
dealing with matters of profound human concern. Someone
who is profoundly uninterested in political affairs is unlikely to
make a good political scientist. But nor on the other hand is
the most passionately committed party politician. The general
point might be put something like this. Where there is not
enough love, there is likely to be a lack of penetration into the
inwardness of the subject studied. But too much love may blind
a man and prevent him from seeing some of the inherent problems and difficulties. If we apply the principle to theology we
Gravesend Grammar School

may say first that where there is no inkling of faith whatever,
there is likely to be a lack of sensitivity towards the issues at
stake. This does not mean that every unbeliever is automatically ruled out from the possibility of having such insight, but
that there is likely to be a difference between the unbeliever
who has never had the temptation to believe and one who has,
however successfully he may have resisted it. But on the other
hand too fanatical a faith is equally unlikely to contribute to
the making of the theologian.
It is not just a matter of how much faith a man has but how he
has it. What is called for in the theologian who is also a man of
faith is not that he should have less faith, but that his faith
should co-exist with a certain capacity for detachment. This is
not an easy thing to achieve, nor is it without its dangers. It is
also a very necessary one, for uncritical religion is a dangerous
phenomenon.
Source: adapted from What is theology?, Maurice Wiles, O.U.P. 1976

The writer argues for a necessary link between:
Theology and faith
Religion and insight
Theology and religion
Theology and belief
The writer contends that to be emotionally attached to one
subject may lead to:
A fanatical advocacy of the subject
An excessive preoccupation of the subject
An involvement only with like-minded students
An inability to see the subject’s difficulties
A detachment from the subject’s deep truths
Which of the following quotations, within their context in the
passage, offers support to the proposition that faith is a prerequisite for the proper prosecution of the theologian's task?
"Most theologians are practising members of the religion
whose theology they study."
"This is not an easy thing to achieve, nor is it without its dangers."
"… too fanatical a faith is equally unlikely to contribute to the
making of the theologian."
"What is called for in the theologian who is also a man of faith
is … that his faith should co-exist with a certain capacity for
detachment."
"…uncritical religion is a dangerous phenomenon."
JEP
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PILLARS OF SUCCESS—YEARS 7 AND 8
Another very close competition, well
done to those who participated. We
are proud of you because you are
demonstrating Gravesend Grammar
School’s standards and expectations
in many different ways. To achieve a
Pillar of Success merit is not difficult,
ask those who have been runners -up
or winners previously. Over the holiday reflect positively on
your GGS School journey so far and in the new term, every
time you do something positive or challenging or kindly, remember to record it on the Pillars of Success page.
And our runners up are:

Year 7

Year 8

Finlay Chantry

Dhruv Deshmukh

Freddie Sheen

Jamie Towens

Lawrence Ogieriakhi

Tobias Byrne

Janorsh Janan

Henry Drury

Taran Phagura

Tegh Rai

David Akingbehin

Sakeen Kiru Bakaran

Aidan Sinclair

Jugaad Dhesi

Year 7 and Year 8 winners are:
Year 7 - Justin Chenu, Year 8 – Oscar Smith

LIBRARY NEWS
COMPETITION TIME … we have installed a brand new system for read over 4 million words since September.
our library called Oliver 5 which the students can access from their
school logins on the Student App page. As you can see from the image below, we need a cool banner and who better to ask to create
one than our students ?
Currently, we are using the school logo and a navy blue strip (see the
top strip) but we are sure
that you can come up with
something much more
exciting!
(Technical details are recommended height between 50 and 120 pixels to
fit the width of a standard
screen solution 1680).
Please send your entry to
Mrs Weeks via email. The winner will be chosen in term 5.
Term 4 has been very productive. Years 7 and 8 were split into three
groups encouraging the confident readers to work independently and
vary their reading from adventure stories to poetry and award winning books to non fiction. This allowed time to offer more guidance to
the less able readers and help them find something they enjoy reading. A task that has proven to be hugely successful as we have seen a
rise in the number of
books read and quizzed
on.
The Millionaire’s Club
(students who have read
over 1,000,000 words this
year) is now totalling 37
students! This figure includes Teddy HT who has
Gravesend Grammar School

The boys completed their next Star Test during the last two weeks of
Term 4. A test which assesses their ability to read and infer and gives
a reading age based on a national average. They’ll be delighted to see
their improvement since the beginning of the year.
Can we please remind parents and carers of the importance of reading regularly? The boys should be dedicating around 30 minutes a day
to reading. This will improve their writing skills across all subjects, so
please encourage them at home. You’ll be amazed at the positive
effect reading has on your son.
We have been doing some fun general knowledge quizzes at the start
of the AR lessons and you’d be surprised to find out that not many
knew that Georgie Porgie was the nursery rhyme character who
made the girls cry. However, they all knew that Sonic from the video
game was a hedgehog!
We were successful in pitching to review a couple of new titles for
the publishers, Vi Spy Licence to Chill by Maz Evans and Escape Room
by Christopher Edge. About 20 boys have
taken a book to keep and their reviews are
coming in ready for me to post before we
break up. Some boys have even gifted their
copies back to the library so others can
enjoy them too.
The GGS Shadowers group is delighted to be part of the 2022 Carnegie Awards. We have two copies of each of the eight shortlisted titles
and the boys are busy reading and deciding which title, in their opinion, should win this year’s Shadowers’ Award. If your son would like
to take part please tell them to come up to the library to see me.
Have a wonderful Easter break.
Mrs Weekes
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HEAD STUDENT TEAM 2022—2203

Current Head Student,
Sachveer Thandi, hands
over the reigns to incoming Head Student,
Olamide Sodeke and
deputies Kofi AmoAgyei, Sophie Croft, Stephen Ikumobasin, James
Robinson and Hritvik
Sachdeva

HELP! FACILITATORS NEEDED
Tuesday 12th & Wednesday 13th July 2022
Every year at Gravesend Grammar School, we hold a ‘Challenge of Leadership’ event for our Year 12 students. Its
aim is to try and give them some appreciation and understanding of the kind of activities they may encounter,
either at university or in the work place.
For this event, we rely entirely on the goodwill of facilitators like you, who, whilst working within small groups, will
encourage and motivate the students, bringing with you your own vision and skills, to help oversee students
completing the tasks in hand.
If you are interested in encouraging the next Lord Sugar or Baroness Brady, we would love to hear from you. Please
contact Sally Ashton on ashtons@gravesendgrammar.com for more information.

WANTED!
We are currently recruiting Exam Invigilators for exams
taking place throughout the academic year 2021-2022.
Experience is preferred, but full training will be given.
You will need to be reliable, punctual, flexible, an excellent communicator and able to remain vigilant for prolonged periods.
Hours are casual and by agreement in exam seasons, a
timetable will be issued with plenty of advance notice to
successful candidates.
As an Exam Invigilator you will supervise examinations,
ensuring that guidelines and regulations for the integrity
and security of the examination papers and procedures
are followed during examination sessions. You will be
expected to:
• Supervise candidates as they enter and leave the examination hall
• Check attendance and report absentees
Gravesend Grammar School

• Invigilate candidates during the examination
• Escort candidates who need to leave the hall during
the exam

• Report any irregularities or misbehaviour to the Exams
Officer

• Collect examination papers and related stationery
• Undertake any other duties as required by the Exams
Officer
We will only consider Gravesend Grammar School (GGS)
application forms and will not accept CVs. Completed
application forms must be e-mailed to Lisa Walsh at
walshl@decustrust.com.
GGS, an academy in the The Decus Educational Trust
(TDET), is committed to safeguarding and promoting the
welfare of children, and all staff are expected to follow
its policies. The successful candidate will be required to
complete an Enhanced DBS and background check.
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VISTING AUTHORS
At the beginning of term 4, we invited two authors into school
to deliver some inspiring workshops to a selection of Key
Stage Three students. On 21st February we were visited by
Grant Strong, who worked with several groups on the power
of creativity using his new book Running Deep, with many students choosing to buy a signed copy! The following week Pa-

tience Agbabi used her novel The Infinite to encourage students to engage with ideas of the future using 'world building'
and 'What if?' scenarios! Speaking to a range of students afterwards, it was clear they had walked away from the workshops
with many new and original ideas for their own creative
writing endeavours! CPB

MATHS FEAST
had to decide whether to challenge an answer and it was interesting
to see who was brave enough to do so. The fourth round “Four in a
Row” required teams to split into pairs and solve problems in a relay
style between them. The first pair were given a problem and the
answer to their problem was then substituted into the next problem
which the second pair had to work on, and so the correct answer was
required at each stage in order to progress successfully. This meant
each problem was marked instantly so that the next pair had a cor-

On Friday 4th March, eight of our accomplished Year 10 mathematicians were selected to take part in the Maths Feast held at The
Hayesbrook Academy in Tonbridge. The day consisted of four timed
rounds and the students were randomly split into two teams to compete against 4 other schools. The first round titled “What, no words?”
contained 5 sets of problems which required students to look at completed examples and hence derive what they needed to do to solve a
similar problem, with no worded question, within a short time frame.
Each student tended to work on a set individually first then swap
their solutions with someone else in their team to see if their answers were agreed with. This is where the challenge really began as
students had to decide whether or not to speak up if they disagreed
with their teammate’s answers. Some changes to answers were
made, and sometimes this led to the correct answer, but on occasion
some of the originally correct answers were replaced with incorrect

rect answer to work with, but when one of our teams had three incorrect answers in a row, students were certainly disheartened by
this instant feedback! The round was fast-paced and the pairs found
it difficult waiting for solutions whilst not being able to help the other
pair, after working solidly as a team of four throughout the previous
rounds. However, both teams managed to gain some bonus points by
having four correct answers in a row in this round and overall our
teams did very well, with one team winning the second round and
the other team performing better on average throughout the other
rounds. The day was a great opportunity for the students to improve
their reasoning and team building skills, as well as getting a chance to
explore some challenging maths problems, and an enjoyable day was
had by all who attended.
Mrs K Jones

answers and this created some disappointment when the rounds
were marked! Teams quickly realised that the responsibility of checking someone else’s work was going to be thought-provoking, they
Gravesend Grammar School
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REACH
The newest members of GGS REACH, which included Year 10s
and 12s, met with some of the original members of the group.
After some brief introductions, the students shared some of
their experiences in both primary and secondary school
that made them or others feel marginalised or bothered in
some way. We ended up focusing on "names" - how we tackle
mispronunciation and when someone repeatedly forgets your
name, but also how it makes you and the other person feel.
Members shared personal experiences and their emotional
responses to them and we discussed the reasons behind why
some people may struggle to pronounce typically nonWestern names and when is it unacceptable for someone to
mix you up with another person repeatedly. Noah Aqlan 10S,
shared some insightful research about how the differences of
non-Western languages were used as a means to "racialise"

groups of people according to their language by colonials and
also how people have to train their brains to learn pronunciations that do not exist in their own mother tongue. The group
felt completely at ease with each other and were able to navigate discussions with mutual respect, even when they didn't
fully agree with each other. This meeting gave us a glimpse of
what REACH has become: a safe space for students to talk
about their thoughts, experiences and concerns without
judgement not only relating to race but also sexuality, gender,
religion, disability, language, and other protected characteristics. We look forward to welcoming one of our governors, Jason Owen, to our next meeting to share his expertise in SEND
inclusion.

KG

A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
The construction of our Sixth Form Centre (image on the right) is coming along nicely and we have started work on access to
our new Canteen.

YEAR 12 PSHE DAY
In our most recent PSHE day, our focus was on our employability and handling finances, to prepare us for the coming years
after A-Levels.
Split into sessions, we began our day by learning from a CV
professional about using LinkedIn in order to gain attention
from relevant industry members. She taught us how it can
help you to find a job and build connections, along with how
to build an impressive profile on the site.
This was followed by a useful talk delivered by a recruitment
worker about presenting yourself in interviews. In this session
he spoke about how to give the interviewer the most relevant
answers to their questions and the gestures in interviews that

can sell you as the perfect candidate. He even returned to our
school a week later to conduct some mock interviews, which I
found very good for getting feedback and building interview
confidence.
The finance talks to follow informed us about both short and
long term investment options. This included the value of compound interest and schemes such as government funded Lifetime ISAs, and the short term student finance activity introduced budgeting and the handling of money when we begin to
move away from home.
Harvey Dean 12GSS

MATHS CHALLENGE
Find the value of the positive integers a,b,c,d that satisfy this
equation:

Answer on back page
Gravesend Grammar School
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ME, MYSELF AND EYE
The Art Department were delighted to welcome students in Year 7 and their families to our first Year 7 Art Exhibition, entitled
'Me, Myself and Eye'. Students had been learning about the formal elements of art through observational drawings of their
eyes and wet on wet painting techniques. They included images within their eyes of things, people and places that are important to them. We had a wonderful turnout, it was lovely to see the students teaching their families and staff how to paint
using the wet on wet technique and it was lovely to see so many paintings go home with families to be proudly displayed on
their walls.
We intend to have many more evenings like this in the future, with an evening planned for families and staff to be part of a
wider art project and an exhibition, taught by our Year 12 students. We will send out details of this very soon and we look forward to seeing many of our school community there to take part.

GGS WORLD EXPLORER 2023
Vietnam: Term 4 Update
Although water and oil may not mix, water and soap do. This
term, Team Hanoi participants took part in a fundraising event
washing staff members’ vehicles.
Some might say that I deliberately ordered some Saharan
sand to Gravesend! As of writing this article, the fundraising
event is still ongoing, with the weather being most favourable.
The participants have done a great job rinsing off the Saharan
sand with a jet washer, cleaning the vehicles with soap, and
finally rinsing and drying – up to four cars within an hour.

Gravesend Grammar School

Amusingly, some passing students thought that the participants were washing the vehicles because they misbehaved in
lessons. Some Sixth Form students even asked if they would
wash their vehicles – I politely declined.
Round 2 of vehicle washing will take place in May 2022, when
it will be Team Ho Chi Minh’s turn to show off their outstanding valeting skills.
No staff members’ vehicles were harmed during the fundraising event!
KKP
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GGS MUSIC
The GGS Music Department has been moving forward at full speed to ensure that our students are able to experience everything that we have had to miss over the past few years. In this term alone, we have been able to host a whole school musical,
Bugsy Malone, take 100 students to the Royal Albert Hall to watch a concert and put on one of our famed Big Gigs.
None of these events and activities would have been possible without our fantastic staff, and I would like to thank Mr Annable,
Mrs Lander, Mrs Dunne and Mr Brown for all of their hard work.
PFM

BUGSY

Bugsy Malone was our latest GGS drama production, taking
place on three consecutive nights between the 24th and 26th
of February. The show was a fantastic comeback after a year
missed due to lockdown, and we were, amazingly, able to sell
out every night of the show.
The show was a special achievement for everyone involved as
we had to jump many hurdles. For many of our cast and crew,
it was their first time being involved in a big production. From
a crew perspective, almost everyone had to adapt to a new
role, in which they did an exceptional job. Additionally, everyone had to adapt to performing ‘in the round’ with the audience sitting on all four sides of a central square stage. This is a
very different experience from our shows in the past which
have taken place primarily on the main stage. This worked to
our advantage however, as we were able to get the audience
more involved with the show, with some of the audience unfortunate enough to be the victims of our splurge guns at the
end of each performance.
Gravesend Grammar School

Before we knew it, after the ‘Get In’ and numerous rehearsals
during and after school in the week preceding the show, the
first night was upon us, and we had to set up in our positions,
get ready, and put on a great show. The audience were in their
seats. And it was showtime...
The cast worked fantastically together, the band didn’t put a
foot wrong, and the crew were exceptional. After the final
show, we had a little too much fun, of which the consequences
were suffered on Sunday, in the ‘Get Out’. We had people having splurge fights in the audience, the corridor was slippery
from top to bottom, and we were all soaking wet. Luckily, the
most important thing was that we needed to have fun, which
was definitely achieved!
The Sunday after the performances was the ‘Get Out’. Getting
back together the day after the performances really helped to
deal with ‘post-show blues’ too. The stage was deconstructed
and everything was put back into place as if we were never
there. GA
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A huge thank you goes out to all of the cast, band and crew
working on the show, and the teachers who helped to put it all
together. The planning started many months before and the
show worked out even better than we could have hoped. It
would have never been possible without the hard work of everyone involved. We strongly encourage anyone who is interested to join and get involved with the next show as, alongside
getting involved in something exciting, you can make new
friends and have new experiences along the way. In the future, it would be great to see many more people come along
and get involved. Anyone is welcome!
James Close 13AD, Kieran Gent 9S, Nam Nguyen 9S

inside was like another world. The arches, the stage and the
indoor fireworks were spectacular! After our gawping at everything in sight for about 10 minutes, the orchestra came out
and sat themselves down, the conductor entered the hall and
introduced himself and the others, and it was all set. This was
it, my first PROPER live performance (blasting Jimi Hendrix and
imagining I’m at Woodstock until my ears bleed, in my bedroom doesn’t really count does it?). And the music, oh the music: as soon as they started playing, I was transported to this
magical world of opera and military marches and planets. It
was truly wonderful.” Henry Taylor, Year 9

TRIP TO THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL
On Friday 18th March our GCSE and A Level music students,
accompanied by a large group of lucky KS3 students, journeyed to the wonderful Royal Albert Hall for a performance of
Classical Spectacular, with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
playing some of the most well loved and best recognised pieces of classical music, alongside a laser light show and indoor
fireworks.

“The experience of the Royal Albert Hall was extremely good
fun. We got to view and experience many things . The journey
was fun, although it took quite a while. We were all talking to

“The Royal Albert Hall is a spectacular building, with amazing
acoustic qualities, especially considering the era in which it
was built (the building opened in 1871). Luckily, it was accompanied by an equally impressive and talented orchestra, known
worldwide for their skill and panache. The Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra was also joined by two famous opera singers
(Timothy Richards and Ilona Domnich) as well as the British
Imperial Military Band, made up of ex-service musicians.
It is humbling to see so many great musicians working together, especially when they’re playing the powerful/emotional
pieces that really highlight the tone of their instruments. This
further demonstrates their skill as they are able to perform
with so much emotion that can be recognised even when they
are part of a much bigger ensemble.
However, as a guitarist, most interesting for me was the guest
performer, Marcin Patrzalek, one of the best classical guitarists
in the world, known for his fingerstyle, tapping and percussive
techniques. Not to take away from the other musicians, but I
can really see his raw talent around the instrument, as well as
confidence that is really inspirational as a musician.” Zak
Seagers, Year 10
“It was really fun, 11/10 would go again” Leo Pozzoli, Year 9
“When I went to the RAH I was very impressed by the sheer
size of the place. The architecture was mind-blowing and the
Gravesend Grammar School

each other as well as viewing famous London sights on a really
sunny day which made it even better. We got to see Big Ben,
the London Eye and much more.
When we got there it looked amazing, the Hall was huge and
when we walked in there were so many people. We got to sit
near the enormous organ which we heard them play a bit at
the start. Throughout the show it was really nice seeing all the
light shows and the sparks as people performed. The Orchestra was fantastic, as was Marcin Patzalek, the guitarist, who
played Toccata and Fugue which in my opinion was the best
part because it sounded spectacular.” Nil Balamurali, Year 9
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BIG GIG
Big Gig Returns!
After years of being unable to host school gigs, it was fantastic to welcome people back to one of GGS’ famed Big Gigs! Students from throughout the school came together to perform to a packed room, with the School Band wowing with the opening and closing sets. The crowd was treated to an eclectic mix of styles and genres from student bands, soloists and duos, with

BOXING AND FITNESS CLUB
Thursday (3.30 – 4.15)
Upstairs Gym Sanderson building
One of many great aspects about working at GGS is the opportunity for staff to run extra-curricular activities with the pupils.
I was delighted when Mr Moaby and the then Subject Leader
PE, Mr Burton, gave support and the go-ahead for a GGS Boxing and Fitness Club. The PTA donated funding for mitts, pads
and skipping ropes. The club has grown and now we have over
twenty regular attenders.
Why boxing?
There are many benefits to boxing, some of which include:
Improving the cardio-vascular system;
Helping to maintain a healthy weight;
Boosting whole-body strength, stamina and endurance;
Improving balance and hand to eye-coordination;
Building confidence and self-esteem;
Improving sleep quality;
Being part of a community and the widening of friendship
groups
In Boxing Club, we cover the basic boxing stance (defence position) and how to
maintain
correct
posture. The boys
learn correct footwork and balance
when moving backwards forwards and
sideways. We learn
basic punching techniques: how to throw a jab and right/left
cross before advancing on how to execute left and right hooks
and left and right upper cuts.
Gravesend Grammar School

Skipping
exercises
help to improve footwork and calisthenic
exercises
improves
flexibility, speed and
agility.
A common question
the pupils ask and are
keen to do is to spar
against each other.
There is no sparring between the pupils: however at the end
of the sessions the pupils have an opportunity to spar against
me and this will help to improve their fitness levels, hone
technique in both defence and offence and speed up their
reaction and thinking times.
Fundamentally Boxing Club is a fun way to exercise and get
fit.
A big thank you to Mr Foreman (Subject Leader PE) and his
team for all their support with the club.
If you would like further information or have any questions
please do not hesitate to contact me by email.
Dr G Sturley
sturleyg@gravesendgrammar.com
One of the members of the Club in Year 9 says:
“I come to Boxing Club to enjoy spending time with my
friends whilst getting fitter and with Dr Sturley running it it
gives you that extra energy because he is so motivational and
adapts his activities to the ability of the person. It is a great
experience and one that is enjoyable and beneficial for you .”
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KS4 DRAMA NEWS
Year 9 and 10 students have been exploring the use of Masks in the Theatre. They researched the history of mask use from
ancient Greek theatre, Medieval theatre, use at religious ceremonies and usage in current theatrical trends. Students studied
the conventions of mask use and practically explored the relationship with the acting space and audience. The final stage was
the design and creation of personalised theatrical masks which were then used (following the correct conventions) during a
devised performance. It has been a very exciting and engaging process which has enabled students to take ownership of their
creations and performances.
Mrs Pedler
KS4 Drama Teacher

Our task was to bring the picture of Guernica to life. We started off with a still image and then used performance skills to
recreate the scene. We created masks and used them in our
groups to show the different personalities of the villagers. We
also used it as almost a life source, so when it was taken off,
not only did our personality change, but we also started to
slowly die. We used music to enhance the performance. In our
group, physical theatre was very important as this was used to
depict the whole event.
Penuel Alli 10T
Our task was to perform a piece of physical theatre based on
the artwork of Pablo Picasso which was entitled Guernica. We
used contrapuntal music and masks to show our character’s
emotions. We did this by assigning roles to each person depending on their masks. The contrapuntal music playing in the
background was Adagio for Strings by Samuel Barber. This
contrasted to the scene, as it was calming, where the scene
was chaotic. This was used to show the confusion at the event
and to replicate how it looked through the eyes of Pablo Piccasso when he reflected on the tragic events which took place
at Guernica.
Isaac Barden 10S

We were given a task to recreate a scene from a painting
about Guernica using masks that we had designed and made.
In the scene, I was a civilian who got killed. The use of the
mask was to show what we were feeling. When wearing the
mask we had to not speak and face away from the audience
when taking them off. The use of contrapuntal music was to
show two emotions contrasting. The scene was an experiment
with masks and physical theatre. An example was when Alif
died, he had to not be seen when his mask came off. The idea
was that he became detached from the world when his mask
was removed. The music added to the scene, making it look
realistic and to involve the audience more.
Ethan Giles 10S
Gravesend Grammar School
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CREATIVITY FLOWS IN YEAR 8 GEOGRAPHY
As part of our work about tectonic hazards during the
“Dangerous World” topic we studied the structure of the earth,
plate movement, earthquakes and volcanoes. We investigated
the dramatic causes and devastating effects of volcanoes and

8FGg2 were challenged to create volcano models for homework. The students were given several weeks to complete the
challenge, using what they had learned in lessons, their own
research and were encouraged to be creative when identifying
the key features and structure of volcanoes.
A huge well done to all the students involved, they should be
very proud of what they produced. Paras, Zac, Raul, Zac, Ty,
Chet and Oliver also really enjoyed the opportunity to speak to
Mr Moaby about the project. Describing in detail how they
came up with their individual designs and how this linked to
what they had discovered in their geography lessons – the results certainly didn’t disappoint. Well done 8FGg2!
Miss Nelson

Y12 A LEVEL GEOGRAPHY RESIDENTIAL FIELD TRIP
35 A level students – 3 members of the Geography Department and 3 vehicles!
Following an uncharacteristically early start to the day on
Wednesday 9 February 2022, some excellent packing of suitcases into one of the vehicles and an uneventful trip from
Gravesend to Flatford Mill, the group arrived at our destination. We dropped off our belongings and toured the field studies centre site before splitting into our activity groups and
learning more about what we could expect from the rest of
the day. Shortly afterwards we departed for Ipswich, to witness the impacts of regeneration and change in this urban
area. The students were given the opportunity to practice a
range of data collection techniques, including recording their
own observations and environmental survey results, as well as
asking other people what they thought of the area. The students were expected to work hard and following an evening
meal of bangers and mash were back to the classroom to discuss the validity and relevance of the data they had collected.
Day 2 – this proved to be a dry, but cool day and armed with
coats and wellies we set off for the coast. Everyone was keen
to learn more and after one or two false starts when trying to
ascertain the infiltration rates at the different survey points,
the groups were able to collect a wide range of data. Lunch
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brought with it some debate about how best to skim a stone
and whether anyone would be able to convince a sea bird to
eat a Ritz cracker!
Day 3 – the morning was spent in the picturesque Dedham,
with the students learning about new data collection strategies. In this session they had time to reflect on their sense of
place and community before returning to the field study centre to work on early ideas for their own independent investigations.
We are so pleased to be able to again deliver a more comprehensive programme of outdoor education with our Geographers and this residential trip was an invaluable opportunity
to see how the theory and ideas discussed in lessons can be
investigated in the field.
The centre staff, food, accommodation and students were all
excellent throughout the trip and the Geography Department
are looking forward to the follow up with the NEA investigations later in the year. An additional thank you to Mr Jesson
and Dr Woods for driving the mini buses and their supervision
of the trip
Miss Nelson
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH
Term 4 Update
Bronze DofE (Year 9)
Welcome to another season of Ready, Steady, Cook – GGS
DofE Edition. It is always great fun to watch new DofE participants starting up the fire in a Trangia cooker for the first time,
overfilling the pot with rice or pasta, ending up undercooking
and eating raw food.
Not in this case. The participants measured sensible
portions, cooked their
meals professionally and
with little mess. They came
well-prepared with all ingredients, utensils (minus a
can

opener) and cutlery, and the expedition groups worked collaboratively.
Also this term, the participants have
started planning their routes for their
Practice Expedition at the end of April.
They will be spending the next few
weeks marking their routes onto
maps, before plotting them onto the

eDofE mapping software.
Silver DofE (Year 10)
I am pleased to report that we have recruited 21
Year 10 Silver DofE participants this year. Most of
them had achieved their Bronze DofE last year,
but it is equally fantastic to see some new entrants wish to achieve their Silver DofE and beyond.
Miss Couves has been meeting with the group
this term, and they have also started planning their routes for
their Practice Expedition in late-May.
Gold DofE (Year 12)
Despite their busy schedules, five Year 12 students have
signed up to take part in the Gold DofE. It is anticipated that
they will take part in the Practice and Qualifying Expeditions in
the Peak District and Dartmoor, respectively, in the summer.
All we need now is some fantastic weather to go with this
year’s expeditions.

KKP

CCF
Cadets recently had the opportunity to engage in a new experience: learning how to run the Field Gun. It is believed to be the
first time that a Field Gun has been used at Gravesend Grammar School, although it did look a little different from the gun
used at the Royal Tournament many years ago. The gun barrel
is made from an old lamppost, for example and no shots were
fired, but sound effects were provided by the cadets.
The cadets spent the day learning their way around the equipment and how to complete the tasks safely, to ensure that
they all had all fingers intact at the end of the day.
They then started learning the process of running the Field
Gun in small stages, building up the pace as they went.
At the start of the day, the cadets were fairly quiet and subdued as they weren’t really sure what to expect and then their
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competitive nature seemed to kick in and they were keen to
complete all tasks as quickly as possible, with huge smiles on
their faces.
Unfortunately the cadets did not manage to produce a world
record time despite all their hard work, but did all enjoy themselves.
In other news, we are very pleased to have promoted a large
group of cadets recently to the rank of Junior Cadet, and they
can now wear a red star on their shoulders.
As the weather starts to improve, we will aim to move out of
the classrooms and engage in more practical activities, giving
cadets the chance to take the lead in drill and practical leadership tasks as well.
CNW
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GGS SPORT
Historical Senior Netball Win
Congratulations to our Senior Netball Team who picked up the
first ever win in the School’s history 22-16 away vs Fort Pitt
Grammar School. The girls have been tremendous this term
with their early morning training sessions and have built a fantastic team culture, which has been a huge part of their journey. We have one more fixture to finish the season against
King’s Rochester and look forward to bringing the curtain
down on our first ever competitive season - well done girls!

U16 Kent Sevens 5th Placed
Our 1st VII picked up the first Silverware of the Sevens Season
winning the Wilf Hawkins Trophy which included wins against
St Olave’s, Colfes and St Dunstans. That left Ravens Wood
School in the final, where the boys ran out 26-7 winners
thanks to tries by Josh Kemp (Y12) and a phenomenal Josh
Barnes (Y13) hat trick.

Rugby Sevens Season
March has been a very busy month for our Rugby Sevens
Teams, with the U13s through to the Seniors competing in
Kent Sevens Competitions as well as the Rosslyn Park Sevens
for our U14 and 1st VII - what a season it has been. Our U13s
battled valiantly to some great wins at Eltham College, our
U14s narrowly missed out on a Cup Semi Final after a 7-7 draw
in the Quarter Finals meant that they were eliminated as they
conceded the first try… The U15s beating King’s Canterbury in
a hard fourth Quarter Final before narrowly losing in the Semi
Finals. The U16s made the Cup Quarter Final and also drew 1919 with the eventual winners Sevenoaks, but lost out to Skinners 12-7 and finished the tournament in 5th place, with Sam
Bober (10C), Harry Lewis, Joe Martin (both 10F) and Harrison
Dean (10H) stepping up a year group and gaining valuable experience before they join the Senior Squad next year.
Gravesend Grammar School

U18s 1st VII win the Wilf Hawkins Cup at the Kent Sevens
Rosslyn Park National Rugby Sevens
Our U14 and 1st VII made the journey to South West London
for one of the most prestigious Schoolboy Rugby Tournaments
in the world - The U14s lost narrowly in game one, and fought
back beating Sevenoaks 26-19 and Queen’s College Taunton
49-22, but missed out finishing 2nd in their group. The U18s
1st VII beat St Joseph’s Ipswich 17-12, Callywith College 40-12
and Fulham Boys 49-0 to progress to Day 2. Malvern College, a
traditionally very strong rugby school, were dispatched 38-12
before the Day 2 Group decider with Dean Close School. After
an arduous two days, and a back and forth game the boys
were eventually beaten in the last play of the game 22-14, but
well and truly did the school proud. Alfie Marks (11C) top
scored with 6 tries, alongside Olamide Sodeke (Y12) 4 tries and
Josh Barnes (Y13) 3 tries. Well done to the whole squad who
gained valuable experience and represented GGS with
aplomb.
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1st VII won their Group to make Day 2 at the Rosslyn Park
National Sevens, narrowly missing out on the Bowl Quarter
Finals

BASKETBALL
Term 4 Results
Friday 11th February
(LBA Regular Season) GGS 1st Team lose to
City of Westminster College 38-50
With a number of injuries and absences affecting the squad,
GGS 1st Team travelled into the heart of London for their final
LBA regular season game. The boys fought hard throughout
the game despite their lack of numbers and managed to keep
the fixture competitive throughout. However Westminster
edged ahead in the second half with some excellent defence
and came away with the win.
Wednesday 23rd February— (Kent Cup Quarter-Final)
GGS 1st Team beat Folkestone Academy 72-50
Back to full strength, GGS 1st Team welcomed Folkestone
Academy to the court for their Kent Cup Quarter-Final fixture.
GGS started strongly and held that momentum from start to
finish, scoring inside and outside of Folkestone’s zone defence.
The home side’s aggressive pressing defensive system caused
plenty of problems for Folkestone and helped fuel the team
towards a commanding victory and a ticket into the next
round of the cup.
Thursday 24th February—GGS 2nd Team beat
Saint George’s 60-36
The Senior 2nd Team travelled to Saint George’s for their last
fixture of the 2021/22 season and showed one of their best
performances of the year. Teammates really connected on the
offensive end to create some quality scores, but were equally
challenged by Saint George’s fearless offensive style. The second half saw GGS really jump ahead as they won the rebounding battle and found some fantastic transition opportunities.
Friday 4th March- GGS 1st Team beat
Tonbridge School 58-47
GGS 1st Team were on the road, facing a tough Tonbridge
School side that had one of their best seasons in recent times.
Tonbridge brought physicality, perimeter scoring and a tricky
zone defence that would test GGS all game long. Some excellent interior play and fastbreak scoring fuelled GGS towards
the win.
Gravesend Grammar School

Wednesday 9th March (Kent League Playoff Quarter-Final)GGS 1st Team beat Folkestone Academy 67-36
Facing Folkestone Academy again, this time in the league
playoffs, GGS were confident and well prepared. Their outstanding preparation was evident right from tip-off as they
executed the game plan tremendously well and secured their
place in the semi-finals.
Saturday 12th March (International Exhibition Series)GGS 1st Team beat TASIS 57-38
Having lost to TASIS away from home early in the season, this
was a hotly anticipated return fixture that GGS had been looking forward to for many months. The team had prepared thoroughly with both video sessions and on-court practices and
were ready for TASIS and the opportunity to secure the
school’s first win in a basketball game against an American
school. GGS got off to a flying start, fuelled by their aggressive
defensive play, but soon TASIS found their feet and brought
themselves right back into the game. A critical resurgence
from the halftime break saw GGS go on an epic run that really
put them on the front foot, from which they never looked
back. The second half saw some free-flowing, mesmerising
basketball that really demonstrated just how far GGS 1st Team
have come this season.
Monday 14th March—GGS U16 beat
Thamesview School 51-25
In the U16’s last game of the 2021/22 season, they travelled to
local side Thamesview School with a clear goal: play their most
up-tempo game of the season and finish off the year with a
win. GGS started the game hot, finding teammates in transition for easy baskets, along with relentless on-ball defence
that disrupted Thamesview’s rhythm and led to a huge number of steals. Thamesview adapted in the second and third
periods, forcing GGS to play with a much higher intelligence,
but GGS proved to be too strong for Thamesview and came
away with a commanding win to end the season on a high.
Wednesday 16th March (Kent Cup Semi-Final) GGS 1st Team lose to The Canterbury Academy 34-54
GGS drew Canterbury in the Kent Cup semi-final, who were
favourites to win the competition. Embracing their ‘underdog’
opportunity, GGS came out firing on all cylinders in the first
quarter and ended the first period with a 3-point lead. Canterbury came back strongly in the second quarter but GGS, who
have become known for their outstanding defence, kept the
game tight and headed into halftime down by just 1 point. The
3rd quarter was a tough one for GGS as they struggled to find
their offensive rhythm and Canterbury’s shot-making ability
really changed the game. GGS fought hard in the 4th quarter
and never gave up, but in the end it was Canterbury who came
away with the win.
Tuesday 22nd March (Kent League Playoff Semi-Final) GGS 1st Team lose to Northfleet Technology College 52-54
Having beaten their opponent twice in conference play, GGS
knew that NTC would be bringing their strongest line-up to
this play-off fixture. The court was packed with supporters and
both teams battled head-to-head throughout all four quarters
of the game. The 4th period was nail-biting, with many tactical
timeouts and critical moments that kept the game swinging
from one side to the other. Unfortunately it was NTC who finished the game with a narrow 2-point win, but credit goes to
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hockey is growing at GGS and puts our senior hockey
GGS for their amazing effort and conduct in the face of adver- players in good stead ahead of next season when we will
sity.
have a larger senior fixture list.

A number of our Year 9, 10 and 11 students have also

GGS Basketball Academy is proud to be
been playing as part of the Development XI at local club
sponsored by The Bridge Group, an in-

dustry leader in security and facility
management services. Their generous
support allows the Basketball Academy
to offer its student-athletes top-quality
provisions every day. To find out more about The Bridge
Group and their fantastic array of services, please visit
their website at https://www.thebridgegroup.uk.com/.

GWHC, where they have had more training sessions and
regular fixtures to improve their skills and game
knowledge. If you are in these year groups next academic year and are interested in playing club hockey please
contact Mr Stanley.
Well done to everyone involved in hockey this year.
Here’s to next season!
BPS

CRICKET
The cricket season is finally here! We are looking forward to having all the boys back playing again, in what
promises to be an amazing summer. Our Senior squad
have been hard at work throughout Term 4, training
once a week in preparation for our Under 18’s league
fixtures. Attendance has been excellent throughout this
term and it has given a chance for our Development
Academy to train alongside the Senior students.
Towards the back end of this term, our new Year 7s have
been training to prepare them for their introduction to
school cricket. The first two weeks of training saw 70
students eager to start their cricketing journey at GGS.
The sessions have been facilitated by some of our Senior
Squad which has given the young cricketers something
to aspire to. The number of students attending cricket
has shown what a strong position cricket is in at Gravesend Grammar School.
The new season will see all age groups battling in their
block fixtures while also having a run at each Kent Cup.
This season will also showcase some of the talent lower
down the school, with the likes of Rajan Sian (Year 8),
Logan Sims and Mathew Bailey (Year 9), all of whom
have been involved in representative cricket. We are
looking forward to finally seeing all our students back
out ,and playing in an uninterrupted season.
BS

HOCKEY
The end of Term 4 sees the hockey season come to an
end. Boys across all age groups have played a number of
fixtures against Rochester Maths, Kings Rochester, Norton Knatchbull and many others. Throughout the term
there were competitive matches played at a high standard, which is a credit to our boys' effort and hard work in
training during Terms 1 and 2.
This term we played our first senior 1st XI fixture for almost 20 years. We played Ashford School and Borden
Grammar, both fixtures closely contested and were excellent experiences for our players. It highlights how
Gravesend Grammar School
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TERM DATES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2021—2022
TERM 1:

TERM 2:
TERM 3:
TERM 4:
TERM 5:

TERM 6:

Wednesday, 1st September—Staff INSET Day
Start: Thursday, 2nd September
Finish: Friday, 15th October
Start: Monday, 1st November
Finish: Tuesday, 21st December
Start: Wednesday, 5th January 2022
Finish: Friday, 11th February
Start: Monday, 21st February
Finish: Friday, 1st April
Start: Tuesday, 19th April
Finish: Friday, 27th May
Start: Monday, 6th June
Finish: Thursday, 21st July

NB: Note change to
the end of Term 6 2022
to take account of the
additional Bank Holiday for the Queen’s
Platinum Jubilee celebrations

TERM DATES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2022—2023
TERM 1:

TERM 2:
TERM 3:

TERM 4:
TERM 5:
TERM 6:

Friday, 2nd September—Staff INSET Day
Start: Monday, 5th September
Finish: Friday, 21st October
Start: Monday, 7th November
Finish: Tuesday, 20th December
Start: Tuesday, 3rd January 2023
Finish: Friday, 10th February
Start: Monday, 20th February
Finish: Friday, 31st March
Start: Monday, 17th April
Finish: Friday, 26th May
Start: Monday, 5th June
Finish: Friday, 21st July

250 CLUB
Please see below for details of the February 2022 draw:1st prize £202.81 to number 228, member since 2020
2nd prize £110.62 to number 342, member since 2021
3rd prize £55.32 to number 218, member since 2017
Contribution to school £368.75
Thank you to everyone for your continued support of the school.
Barbara Dumaisnil
250 Club Coordinator

MATHS CHALLENGE SOLUTION
Answer:
Gravesend Grammar School

Respect, Friendship, Hard Work, Exploration

a=2, b=3, c=5, d=7
March 2022

